Abstract-Trustworthiness especially for service oriented system is very important topic now a day in IT field of the whole world. Certain Trust Model depends on some certain values given by experts and developers. Here, main parameters for calculating trust are certainty and average rating. In this paper we have proposed an Extension of Certain Trust Model, mainly the representation portion based on probabilistic logic and fuzzy logic. This extended model can be applied in a system like cloud computing, internet, website, e-commerce, etc. to ensure trustworthiness of these platforms. The model uses the concept of fuzzy logic to add fuzziness with certainty and average rating to calculate the trustworthiness of a system more accurately. We have proposed two new parameters -trust T and behavioral probability P, which will help both the users and the developers of the system to understand its present condition easily. The linguistic variables are defined for both T and P and then these variables are implemented in our laboratory to verify the proposed trust model. We represent the trustworthiness of test system for two cases of evidence value using Fuzzy Associative Memory (FAM). We use inference rules and defuzzification method for verifying the model.
INTRODUCTION
TRUST is a well-known concept in everyday life and often serves as a basis for making decisions in complex situations. There are numerous approaches for modeling trust concept in different research fields of computer science, e.g., virtual organizations, mobile and P2P networks, and E-Commerce. The sociologist Diego Gambetta has provided a definition, which is currently shared or at least adopted by many researchers. According to him "Trust is a particular level of the subjective probability with which an agent assesses that another agent or group of agents will perform a particular action, both before he can monitor such action and in a context in which it affects its own action" [1] .
The trustworthiness of the overall system depends on the following things:
a) The trustworthiness of the subsystems and atomic component independently from how these trust values are assessed.
b) Information on how the system combines its subsystems and components.
c) The knowledge about which subsystems and components are redundant.
Therefore, a major challenge of serving trust for the overall system is needed to consider that in real world applications the information about the trustworthiness of the subsystems and components itself is subject to uncertainty [1] [2] [3] [4] . Besides, evaluating the models for the trustworthiness of complex systems are needed to be capable of modeling the uncertainty and also calculate and express the degree of uncertainty associated to the derived trustworthiness of the overall system. Trust is interrelated with people's everyday life. When people want to do some new things like selling or buying things from one to other, finding new materials from different source or some other things, concept of trust then arise. In the field of computer science and virtual world of modern technologies like virtual organizations, mobile or P2P networks and Ecommerce [5] [6] [7] , trust is very important. One to one conversion, data sharing is fully dependent on this trust on something. Different trust models have been developed now a day for serving this trustworthiness in the virtual communication world which is seen mostly worked on uncertainty.
Following the day by day improvements of the internet of services, the future internet based on Cloud computing IT systems will become highly distributed, dynamically composed and will be hosted and managed by multiple parties. But it is sorry to say at present people, enterprises, officials, organizations and corporate farms are still hesitating and feeling less of security and safety to move to the Cloud [8] [9] [10] . The reasons behind this are missing transparency, security concerns. So, both the users and providers and accreditation authorities are interested in evaluating the trustworthiness of a service, infrastructure or platform.
It is evident that the evaluation of the trustworthiness of complex systems is one of the major challenges in current IT research. Different trust models are now present in the world, which are dependent on uncertainty. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] A new proposed model for solving this problem is Certain Trust Model (CTM) [1] which is used to calculate the trust of a system depending on recommendation of some experts, means on some certain values.
But, this model has some limitations. It has failed to apply fuzzy logic, probabilistic logic. This model is developed on the basis of human understanding. But for machine understanding and taking decisions, fuzzy logic is much helpful [16] . Again, it www.ijacsa.thesai.org is much helpful for human beings to understand any situation and taking different type of decisions about something with the help of fuzzy logic [17] [18] [19] rather than other logics. The goal of our work is to extend representational model of CTM with the help of fuzzy logic, probabilistic logic so that the model can overcome its limitations. We have designed two new parameters for this purpose. These parameters are developed based on certain trust logic [2] , which is dependent on CTM. The representational model of CTM will become friendlier to the users and the developers and make it more appropriate than the previous version of CTM.
Here, in this paper, section 2 describes the describes related work of our proposed work; section 3 describes briefly the model on which we work, section 4 describes our proposed model and implementation process, section 5 shows some case studies of our work, section 6 shows experimental results of our model which we had run in the lab.
II. RELATED WORK
Several number of ways are there for modeling (un-)certainty of trust values in the field of trust modeling in Cloud computing and internet based marketing sys-tem. [12, 13, 32] But, these models have less capability to derive trustworthiness of a system which are based on knowledge about its components and subsystems. The main challenge of these models is to find out good models for deriving trust using three ways:- These models help to save from robustness to attacks, e.g. misleading recommendations, Sybil attacks, etc. [20] .
Fuzzy logic was used to provide trust in Cloud computing. Different types of attacks and trust models in service oriented systems, distributed system and so on are designed based on fuzzy logic system [21] [22] [23] [24] . But it models different type of uncertainty known as linguistical uncertainty or fuzziness [17] . In paper [18] , a very good model for E-commerce, which is based on fuzzy logic, is presented. But, this model also works with uncertain behavior. Belief theory such as Dempster-Shafer theory was used to provide trust in Cloud computing [20] . But the main drawback of this model is that the parameters for belief, disbelief and uncertainty are dependent on each other. It is possible to model uncertainty using Bayesian probabilities [25] which lead to probability density functions e.g., Beta probability density function. It is also possible to apply the propositional standard operators to probability density functions. But this leads to complex mathematical operations and multi-dimensional distributions which are also hard to interpret and to visualize. An enhanced model recently being developed for using in Cloud computing is known as Certain Trust. This model evaluates propositional logic terms that are subject to uncertainty using the propositional logic operators AND, OR and NOT [1] [2] [3] [4] .
III. CERTAIN TRUST MODEL
Certain Trust Model was constructed for modeling those probabilities, which are subject to uncertainty. This model was designed with a goal of evidence based trust model. Moreover, it has a graphical, intuitively interpretable interface [1] which helps the users to understand the model (Fig 1) For the first one, a relationship between trust and evidence is needed. For this, they had chosen a Bayesian approach. It is because it provides means for deriving a subjective probability from collected evidence and prior information [1] . At developing a representation of trust, it is necessary to consider to whom trust is represented. It is easy for a software component or a software agent to handle mathematical representations of trust. For it, Bayesian representation of trust is appropriate. The computational model of Certain Trust proposes a new approach for aggregating direct evidence and recommendations. In general, recommendations are collected to increase the amount of information available about the candidates in order to improve the estimate of their trustworthiness. This recommendation system needs to be integrated carefully for the candidates and for the users and owner of cloud servers. This is called robust integration of recommendations. In order to improve the estimate of the trustworthiness of the candidates, it is needed to develop recommendation system carefully. This is called robust integration of recommendations [1, 2] . Three parameters used in certain logic: average rating t, certainty c, initial expectation f. The average rating t indicates the degree to which past observations support the truth of the proposition. The certainty c indicates the degree to which the average rating is assumed to be representative for the future. The initial expectation f expresses the assumption about the truth of a proposition in absence of evidence [1] [2] [3] [4] .
The equations for these parameters are given below:-www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
Here, w represents dispositional trust which influences how quickly the final trust value of an entity shifts from base trust value to the relative frequency of positive outcomes and N represents the maximum number of evidence for modeling trust. Using these parameters the expectation value of an opinion can be defined as follows:
The parameters for an opinion o = (t, c, f) can be assessed in the following two ways: direct access and Indirect access. Certain Trust evaluates the logical operators of propositional logic that is AND, OR and NOT. In this model these operators are defined in a way that they are compliant with the evaluation of propositional logic terms in the standard probabilistic approach. However, when combining opinions, those operators will especially take care of the (un)certainty that is assigned to its input parameters and reflect this (un)certainty in the result. The definitions of the operators as defined in the CTM are given in the table 1. 
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IV. PROPOSED APPROACH AND USED CASES
For developing and exercising with our work, we have used a scenario from the field of cloud computing [1] . We have assumed that we are working to evaluate the trustworthiness of an organization or a simple office. We have worked mainly for the field of trade and business web pages. It has helped us to calculate the trust of the whole cloud computing system and also helped to make a system trustworthy to the user.
In this test system (figure 2), the server S directly relies on two subsystems or servers, S1 and S2. Subsystem S1 consist of two servers (A1 and A2), where at least one of the servers has to be available. Similarly, subsystem S2 is composed of two redundant data bases servers (only one need to be available). Based on the description above and getting the information about the trust values of the atomic components, the evaluation of the trustworthiness of the complete system in the context of availability, can be carried out by evaluating the following propositional logic term:
According to the certain trust, the average rating t indicates the degree to which past observations support the truth of the proposition. t = 0 implies that there is only evidence contradicting the proposition. t = 1 implies that there is only evidence supporting the proposition. According to us, this average rating can be scaled according to the wish of the developer. E.g. One developer wants to scale the rating of his product from 1 to 5, means 1 is the lowest rate of the product and 5 is the highest rate. This is one type of Rating Based Trust Model [33] approach. So, for him, this average rating can be scaled between 1 and 5. From the rate of the product, one user or buyer can take his decision about the product and keep him safe from being betrayed. Again, another parameter, named certainty c, indicates the degree to which the average rating is assumed to be representative for the future. The higher the certainty, the higher is the influence of the average rating on the expectation value in relation to the initial expectation. When the maximum level of certainty is reached, the average rating is assumed to be representative for the future outcomes. c = 0 implies that there is no evidence available. c = 1 implies that the collected evidence is considered to be representative [1] . Here, the certainty c not only takes the value of 0 or 1 but also the values between 0 and 1. The scaling of this parameter depends on the interest of the developer or the manager of the office or industry. It mainly depends on the number of evidence. The last parameter of certain logic is initial expectation f. The initial expectation f expresses the assumption about the truth of a proposition in absence of evidence. It is helpful for the new owner or developer of a product to express his expectation about the product's service to humans. [1, 2, 3] .
After taking the output from the CTM, we have applied fuzzy logic on it. It is an extension of the representational model of CTM. After getting value of c, t and f at the system top position S, our model starts working. We have plotted this in basic fuzzy logic system. After calculating, the result will be send to the lower level users, means to the lower level servers, www.ijacsa.thesai.org PCs and system. According to our figure 2, these are A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 .
With the help of these parameters and operators derived from certain trust, we have defined two new parameters, Trust T and behavioral probability, P. Trust T is calculated from certainty c and average rating t. the equation is:
Here, High scaling value of rating means the upper value of the range of rating.
Calculating T, we have applied FAM rule of fuzzy logic for creating a relation between certainty c and average rating t. Trust T represents this relation in percentage such a way that the quality of the product can easily be understood.
Another parameter, behavioral probability, P, represents how the present behavior of the system varies from its initially expected value and it is proposed with the help of probabilistic logic [30] .
It may be less, equal or higher than the initial expectation given by the system developer or the manager of the office. The equation for P is:
Behavioral probability, P = * 100%
If T<f, lower probability to show expected behavior If T>f, higher probability to show expected behavior If T=f, balanced with the expected behavior
From the equation of P, values with two type magnitude have been found. If it is negative, then it is assumed that it will behave lower than the expected. If it is positive, then higher behavior will be shown by the system than the expected behavior of this system, which is defined by the developer or someone related to the system. We can see following values for behavioral probability, P. Where, initial expectation f is assumed to be 0.5; means showing 50% of accurate behavior of the system or the product. We have run this whole system in our lab and have got related results discussed above.
Observing the value of P, one can easily understand whether the system can fulfill his expectation or not according to the expectation of the developer about the whole cloud computing system or the trading product. These two parameters help both the developer and user.
A. Fuzzification and Defuzzification
A fuzzy logic system (FLS) can be defined as the nonlinear mapping of an input data set to a scalar output data [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . A FLS consists of four main parts: fuzzier, rules, inference engine, and defuzzier. Fuzzy logic consists of following components are: - The process of fuzzy logic maintains the following steps: Firstly, a crisp set of input data are gathered and converted to a fuzzy set using fuzzy linguistic variables, fuzzy linguistic terms and membership functions. This step is known as fuzzification. Afterwards, an inference is made based on a set of rules. Lastly, the resulting fuzzy output is mapped to a crisp output using the membership functions, in the defuzzification step. Fuzzification is a process where inputs are a set of fuzzy inputs and the output is crisp values.
B. Fuzzy Inputs
According to Gaussian, the membership function for fuzzy input sets depends on two types of parameter, standard deviation σ and mean c. The equation for membership function is:-f(x; σ; c)= exp( ) (7) In designing fuzzy inference system, it is easy to understand that membership functions are associated with term sets, which normally appears in the antecedent or consequent of rules. We have divided parameter certainty c into five categories according to its values. They are:- 
C. Inference Rules
Fuzzy inference is the process of formulating the mapping from a given input to an output using fuzzy logic. The mapping then provides a basis from which decisions can be made, or patterns discerned. There are two concepts of fuzzy logic systems [27] . They are: -linguistic variables and fuzzy if then else rule. The linguistic variables' values are words and sentences where if then else rule has two parts; antecedents and consequent parts which contain propositions of linguistic variables. Numerical values of inputs x i ϵU i (i=1,2….n) are fuzzified into linguistic values, F 1 , F 2 …..F n . Here F i denotes the universe of discourse U = U 1 *U 2 *……..*U n . The output linguistic variables are G 1 ,G 2 ,……,G n . The if-then-else rule can be defined as: -
Where, j = 1,2,….., M. M is the number of rules.
According to rules discussed above, we have proceeded for our proposed model. There are 25 fuzzy rules in our extension model. They are (R represents rule):-
R1:-If certainty is very low and average rating is very low, then trust is very low.
R2:-If certainty is low and average rating is very low, then trust is very low. R3:-If certainty is average and average rating is very low, then trust is very low.
R4:-If certainty is high and average rating is very low, then trust is very low.

R5:-If certainty is very high and average rating is very low, then trust is very low.
R6:-If certainty is very low and average rating is low, then trust is very low.
R7:-If certainty is low and average rating is low, then trust is low.
R8:-If certainty is average and average rating is low, then trust is low.
R9:-If certainty is high and average rating is low, then trust is average.
R10:-If certainty is very high and average rating is low, then trust is average.
R11:-If certainty is very low and average rating is average, then trust is very low.
R12:-If certainty is low and average rating is average, then trust is low. 169 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org R24:-If certainty is high and average rating is very high, then trust is high.
R13:-If certainty is average and average rating is average, then trust is average.
R14:-If certainty is high and average rating is average, then trust is average.
R15:-If certainty is very high and average rating is average, then trust is high.
R16:-If certainty is very low and average rating is high, then trust is very low.
R17:-If certainty is low and average rating is high, then trust is low.
R18:-If certainty is average and average rating is high, then trust is average.
R19:-If certainty is high and average rating is high, then trust is high.
R20:-If certainty is very high and average rating is high, then trust is high.
R21:-If certainty is very low and average rating is very high, then trust is very low.
R22:-If certainty is low and average rating is very high, then trust is low.
R23:-If certainty is average and average rating is very high, then trust is average.
Class
R25:-If certainty is very high and average rating is very high, then trust is very high.
According to these inference rules stated above, we have got the fuzzy input sets shown in figure 4 and figure 5 . From that, we have got figure 6 output crisp values.
D. Fuzzy Outputs
From the input fuzzy sets described above, passing those fuzzy sets through inference rules and fuzzy base rules, we get crisp values for our new parameter trust T. Plotting those values according to Gaussian membership function equation we have got the figure… for Trust T parameter. It can also be classified into five categories after finding out and plotting:- Here X-axis represents the trust values.
E. Defuzzification
The input for the defuzzification process is a fuzzy set and the output of defuzzification process is a crisp value obtained by using some defuzzification method such as centroid, height and maximum. Among them, centroid defuzzification is used mostly. We use the following equation for applying Defuzzification method:-
F. Applying Implication Method
The prerequisite for applying implication to any fuzzy set is finding out rule's weight.
We have found out the weights in figure 6 Membership functions output is de-fined as the weights for every rules.
The input for the implication process is a single number given by the antecedent, and the output is a fuzzy set. Implication is implemented for each rule.
Let, one of the rules is:-"If certainty is high and average rating is aver-age, then trust is average." Let, the value for certainty is C=0.7 and value for average rating is t = 3.0. Now, according to the implication method, we get the following output:- Figure 7 . Implication for R14
G. Aggregate all Outputs
Aggregation is the process by which the fuzzy sets that represent the outputs of each rule are combined into a single fuzzy set. Aggregation only occurs once for each output variable.
It is the second last phase of defuzzification. The input of the aggregation process is the list of truncated output functions returned by the implication process for each rule. The output of the aggregation process is one fuzzy set for each output variable. In this proposed model, the fuzzy input set is certainty set and average rating set and the output fuzzy set is trust set.
H. Defuzzification Results
Using defuzzification equation no (9), we can get the defuzzified output. According to it, the defuzzified output is:-
And it continues.
I. Mapping Surface
In this map, we plot certainty, c and average rating, t and Trust, T. after plotting this, we get the following surface.
V. CASE STUDIES
In this section, we are going to show the impact of newly defined operators over the operators of CTM. Following this, we will show the impact of our model when it is applied is a private server or cloud. Two cases are described here, case 1 for multiple servers and case 2 for single server. Case 1: According to CTM's operators defined in equation 3, 4, and 5, we know that, the input for this model is r, s, f and w . Let, the input values are r=5, s=2, f=0.5 and w=1. Here, no of evidences are N=7.Then, the output values are:-average rating t = 0.714 and c=0.724. and then, E = 0.65. Now, for mapping it to our proposed model, we need to modify t. Here, t' = t*scale of rating (11) Usually, the scale of rating is 5. Now, the new average rating is t = 0.714*5 = 3.57. Then, the value of parameter Trust, T = ((3.57*0.724)/5)*100 = 51.69%. From fig…, we see that, it is an average situation of Trust. As the range of trust varies from person to person, one can consider it under high trust region. From the result of E and T, we can see that, it is easier to understand the condition of system or server much better that the past. As it is represented in percentage form, the user can easily understand the evaluated value of trust. Now, the value of second parameter, behavioral probability, p = 3.39% and because of T>f, the system is now in the condition of showing 3.39% higher behavior than the initial expectation. As it is in higher condition, so, the hosting partner can easily take the decision to host in this server/system. This parameter will also be useful for the developers so that they can easily understand the present condition of the system. Now, for the system shown in figure 2 and with the help of equations given in Table No 1 , we have seen the following situation: -(considering the above described values as system A) 
Case 2:
Our proposed model can also be applied for a website hosted in single server and calculating trust for a product in online transaction. Like [31], each of its portion e.g. existence, policy, fulfillment and affiliation can be represented in certainty and average rating format. And from that, we can easily calculate a website's or product trust. www.ijacsa.thesai.org Let, one person makes a target to buy a product through online. For this, that person must want to check the trustworthiness of that website from where he is going to start his business, peoples review and the quality of the product and people review of that product. One can also want to check the number of sold of that product. With our proposed model, it can easily be designed. The person, who wants to buy a product through online, can get information about it from the closer persons or someone who has an experience about the product or about the website. If it is, then that put 1 for certainty, c. That means, c=1.0.
If he is fully new to that website or product, then c=0. At the time of buying that product from website, he can give a rate to that website from different axis, such that: -served information about the product, easiness, service, privacy information, physical existence of that product, registration process, whether the website deals with updated product or not and so on.
Then, taking the average of the rating of these factors, we can get the average rating of that website. Let, average rating, t =3.75. Then, according to our model, if, c = 1 for that person, then, trust, T = 75%. It is given by that person only. Now, according to the developers of that website, initial expectation f and ranging of certainty is defined. If the developers want to take minimum 20 people's certainty, means want to take response of c=1 from at least 20 people for their system's or website's accuracy, then they can scale the certainty parameter c in following way: - 
Here, for average rating t, we have shown only scaled values. These values can also be accepted for fractional values of average rating. The rule matrix will be needed to design in the same way for those fractional average ratings.
If, the developers have a good confidence about their hosted website and after checking different mandatory requirements for that website, e.g. ensuring security level, payment method, delivery system, etc, they give the value of initial expectation, f = 0.5, then, behavioral probability, p = 50% upper. This means that, the present condition of this website is 50% upper than the initial expectation of the developers.
Let, we take 100 people/experts evidence or transaction as measurement limitation for measuring trust for experimental purpose. From that, using the basis of the CTM we have got different values for certainty c, average rating t and initial expectation f.
Applying fuzzy logic according to the table II on the experimental values we have got the values for T shown in table IX, which specify the trustiness of the system.
With the help of the FAM shown above the behavioral probability of the system can easily be calculated. With the help of T and P, one trader or user can easily take decision about the trustworthiness of the system, especially for cloud computing and the trading product. For calculating a single product's trust or rating, we have tested with 20 people's comment and experience. Secondly, we have experimented with our test system shown in (figure 2) with 100 people's experience and evidences. It seems easier for the users and developers to understand the trust and behavioral probability of the system and trust value of a single product system. 
Our proposed representational model consists of two parameters which give us benefits according to the following points of view. These comparisons are held on the basis of paper [1] , [2] and [31]:-www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a new extension of representational model of certain trust for the evaluation of propositional logic terms, probability and fuzziness under uncertainty. It develops the representational model of the certain trust logic. Our proposed model is more expressive and useful than certain logic because it works both for machine and human beings. The parameters of the proposed model directly show how much the system can be trusted and it can be applied not only in small systems but also large systems; especially in cloud computing field. Again, it represents the present condition of the product, website and also for the system.
We have some new idea to imply in our proposed model in future. Firstly, we want to apply evolutionary algorithm with this model to optimize and design the rules. We want to apply price comparison as a parameter for a product in our model for ensuring accurate trust measuring model for a normal ecommerce website. Secondly, more development of behavioral probability parameter so that it can directly prohibit different types of security breaking questions like Sybil attack, false rating, etc is our fourth wish. At present, this parameter works indirectly with security options. Last of all, we want to establish a newer trust model with a combination of certainty, fuzzy logic, evolutionary algorithm and so on for ubiquitous computing system like cloud computing, distributed computing, etc. www.ijacsa.thesai.org [28] Martin Chun-Sheng Cheng, Dynamical near optimal training for interval type-2 fuzzy neural network with genetic algorithm, thesis paper, pp- 
